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THE KEYNESIAN-MONETARIST DEBATE ON BUSINESS CYCLES :

A CASE STUDY OF THE GRBAT DEPRESSION

Yrd. Doç. Dr. Faik BİLGİLİ-

INTRODUCTION

Macroeconomic flucfuations are a recurring theme throughout history. The
Business Cycle Theory divides the macroeconomic fluctuations into four periods;
recession, trough, expansion, and peak. Besides these alterıiating periods, there aıe
two extreme points of business cycles; boom and depressioı The boom and
depression uıre defined as extraordinarily peak and extraordinarily deep
respectİvely. Depressİons, among others, are mostly considerc : periods, since they
result in not only severe economic problems but also social and political
destructions.

The analyses of business cycles began in 1920 with the founding of National
Bureau of Economic Research, which is a leading economic research ins,ıtution of
US since then. Although business cycles aıe not regular and predictable, nistorical
records of economic fluctuations, sophisticated macro models and several theories
are in help of explaining and forecasting those cycles. The basic business cycle
theories are external shock theories, population dynamic theories, Marxian
capitalistic crises, long waves and innovations, psychological theories, Keynesian
and monetarist theories respectively.

The majörity of the sfudies on business cycles focused mostly on the Great
DePression of 1929. Among others, Keynesian and monetarist theories became the
central of the discussions of this depression for several decades. For this reason, in
this study, business cycles are examined with two conflicting theories of Keynesian
and monetarists. The Keynesian theory considers the demand fluctuations as cyclic
downturns and recommends actively adjusting government policies to bring
stability. The monetarist theory views fluctuations in the money stock as the main
Source of economic fluctuations. Section II.1 and II.2 examine the effectiveness of
the monetary policies and the effectiveness of the fiscal policies, respectively.
Later, Section III compares these two theories with the perspective of the most
severe depression: The Great Depression of 1929,
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II. THE DEBATE ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF MONETARY
AND FISCAL POLICIES

Every business cycle has two turning points of peak and trough, and two
phases of recession and expansion. Recession or contraction is a period during
which real GDP decreases. The peak is the highest point in real GDP before a
recession. Trough is the lowest point of real GDP at the end of a recession. The
expansion is the period between the trough of a recession and the next peak,
consisting of a general rise in output and employment. The recovery is the early
part of an economic expansion, immediately after the through of the recession. And
boom is unusually rapid increase in real GDP, usually toward the end of an
economic expansion (Taylor, 1995, p. 633). As for the depression, it is a period
that takes longer time than that of the trough.

Keynesian-monetarist debate centers on the sources and remedies of the

economic fluctuations or business cycles. Keynesian theory of business cycle
focuses on volatile expectations. Expectations zıre the main source of business
cycles. In other words, the impulse in the Keynesian theory of the business cycle is
expected future sales and profits. The higher (smaller) the expected future sales and
profits, the higher (smaller) the new investments will be. Expectations are volatile
since future is hardly forecasted. What will happen in the future cannot be

quantİfİed but can be just guessed. Keynesian theory does not imply that

expectations are irrational. It rather implies that since future sales and profits are

impossible to anticipate, business people might be rational to take a view about

them based on rumors, guesses, intuition, and instinct. They might be also rational

by reshaping their expectations based on new information (Parkin,1996,p. a|\.
The monetarist theory of business cycle emphasizes on money stock as the main

source of economic fluctuations. The impulse in monetarist theory of the business

cycle is the growth rate of money. An increase in money growth leads to an

eİpansion and a decrease in money growth leads to recession (Parkin, 1996, p.

+l4). Keynesian theory ıırgues that the monetary polİcies are less effective than the

fiscal policies, whereas, monetarist theory emphasizes the direct effect of the

monetary policies rather than the fiscal policies in determining the fluctuations of

output level.

II.1THE EFFECTIVENESS OF MONETARY POLICIES

Keynesian theory focuses on aggregate spending and its components. The

extreme Keynesian theory assumes that prices and wages are downward inflexible,
resulting as a horizontal aggregate supply (AS) curve till the full employment level

of real output (Yf). AS curve then becomes vertical, which means that it is

independenİ of price level, at Yş. Aggregate demand (AD) is subject to periodic

changes caused by changes in the determinants of aggregate demand. AD has no

effecİ on price level but determines the equilibrium output lev'el (Y"). ln other

words, the intersection points of AD and horizontal AS determine the Y" of the

economy. Economies are in general at equilibrium below the Yr level. Therefore,
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ın order for economies to reach the equilibrium at Yş level, AD should be
increased. If, for some reasons, economies are at equilibrium above the Yr level,
which denotes a nominal increase in Y, AD, in this case, should be decreased. The
basic Keynesian equation is

Y=C+I+G+(X-M)

where Y, C, I, G and X-M indicate the real output, private consumption, gross
investment, government spending and net exports, respectively. C is a function of
disposable income (y6) and average propensity to consume (Apc) tends to
decrease as Y6 increases. In a closed economy, when each term of the equation
above is divided by Y, equation becomes,

|=CN +aY +GlY

(1)

(2)

In the case, as Y6 increases, with given I/Y, APC will decline, and hence Y
will decline. This decline results in a recession. In order to prevent economies such
recessions, G should increase as much as increase in G offıets the decline in Apc.
Therefore, in keynesian theory, government spending and hence the fiscal policy
PlaY an imPortant role in determining the levels of Y and employment. Monetarists,
on the other hand, focus on the importance of money supply. The basic equation of
monetarism is the equation of exchange below:

MV=PQ (3)

where M, v, p and Q denote the supply of money, the velocity of money, the price
level of economy and the physical volume of all goods and services p.odr""d in u
given period respectively. Monetarists claim that the money and, hence, the
monetary policy are important factors in determining the y and employment levels.

As is shown in Figure A, according to the keynesian monetary transmission
mechanism, an expansionary monetary policy will lncrease the commercial bank
resefves. Increase in reserves will result in increase in money supply. Increase in
moneY suPPlY causes the'interest rates to fall. As interest .ut"İ d""lio", investment
will increase. And finallY, increase in investment brings about increase in nominaly throug_h the multiplier effect. If economy is activatıng at a level below the y1,
nominal y will increase through increase in real y. wh; economy is operating aty1, increase in investment will increase nominal y by increasing thl price leveı."
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Figure A: Keynesian monetary transmission mechanism

Figure Bı Monetarist monetary transmission mechanism

Source: McConnel and Brue, Macroeconomics: Principles, Probleııı§ and Policies,

Thirteenth Edition, McGraw-Hill, Inc., New York, l996, p,32l,

Here in this analysis, Keynesian theory regards investments rather than

money as primary factor that affects the Y. Further there are two extreme cases to

show the monetary policy ineffectiveness. First, if the elasticity of demand for

money in response to the interest rates is infinite (a horizontal LM curve),

secondly, if the elasticity of investment with respect to the interest rates is zero (a

vertical Is curve), monetary policy will have no effect on real y.

As it is depicted in Figure B, monetarist theory believes the direct

transmission mechanism from monetary policy to Y. ln this theory expansionary

monetary policy and increase in money supply drive up the demand for all real or

financial assets as well as output. Monetariİt theory regafds monetarY PolicY and

money supply rather than investment as primary factors th_at affect the y. Further

there are two extreme cases to show the monetary policy effectiveness, First, if the

elasticity of demand for money in response to the interest rates is zero (a vertical

LM curve), seccındly, if the elaiticity of investment with respect to the interest rates

is infinite (a horizontal Is curve), monetary policy will have strong impacts on real

Y.
This direct link from increase in money to increase in output results in real

increase in output in the short run (or vice versa). In the long run, however, since

equilibrium usually occurs at Yf level, this direct link yields only an increase in

pi"" ı"r"ı. Keyneiian theory also indicates that an increase in aggregate demlnd

including aemana for capitjgoods at y1 level will only cause an increase in price

level. Oİ the other hand, in 
-Keynesian 

theory, equilibrium occurs usually at the

levels below the Yr.

Besides the different views of Keynesian and monetarists on transmission

mechanism, one can easily translate the keynesian equation 1 to monetarist

equation 3. In equation 3, 
-MV 

refers the total amount of money spent on final

goods produced in a year. Therefore,
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MV=C+I+G+(X-M)=PQ
MV=C+I+G+(X-M)=PY

(4)
(5)

In other words, the term of Q in monetarist equation refers the real Y and the

term of PQ refers nominal Y. Therefore PQ in monetarist equation coincides with
the Y of Keynesian equation in nominal terms. Then, what is the difference
between them? Actually the difference stems from the velocity of money, V. It can
be redefined as follows:

V=PQ/M,orV=PY/M (6)

Equation (6) equals the value of how many times the average money unit
(i.e., average dollar) is spent on goods and services produced in a given year.
Monetarists argue that the velocity is stable. It means that the change in V is
gradual and predictable. Further, the change in money supply does not change the
V. In short, change in V is independent of change in money, gradual and
anticipated. The logic behind these assumptions is that the demand for money is
stable, independent of money supply and dependent on nominal Y. The implication
of these assumptions is that the money can affect the nominal Y directly as is
shown in Equation (7).

M (Vr) = pq

As for the keynesian theory, v is subject to change and unpredictable. The
logic behind these assumptions is that people demand for money with not only
transactions motive but also precautionary and speculative motives. The higher iİ
the demand for money with transactions motive, the higher is the V. on the other
hand, the speculative demand for money has a zero value of v. The value of v
will, then, dePend on how people divide their demand for money into transactions
and sPeculations. The higher is the relative weight of transactions, the greater will
be V, or vice versa. Therefore, the Keynesian theory ğects the direct link from M
to pQ. As an extreme case, for instance, let people demand for money with only
sPeculative motive. In this case, change in money will have no effect on nominİl
Y.

To understand this issue better, one can use the function of real demand for
moneY (Md/P). In KeYnesian theory, the demand for money with transactions and
precautionary motives is an increasing function of y and the demand for money
with sPeculative motive is a decreasing function of interest rates. In equilibrium,
real supply of money (M/P) is equal to Ma/P. Then the total demand İo. rnon"y
becomes,

M/P = M/P = f (Y, i), and P/M = l/f (Y, i)
PYA/[ = Y/f (Y, i) = V
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Equation (8) implies that as interest rate (i) increases (decreases), the total

demand for money will decrease (increase). Equation (9) indicates that as interest

rate goes up, the value of denominator I f (Y, i)] will go down and the value of
velocity of money will go up as well. Equation (9) also implicates that the velocity

of money tends to increase as the supply of money decreases. In other words, V has

a positive correlation with the interest rate and negative correlation with the supply

of money. Therefore, V is not stable.

Friedman, who is a leading economist of monetarism, assumes that the

demand for money is the increasing function of the permanent income (Yp ).

M/P = Ma/P = f(Yp), P/]vI = l/f(Yp)
PYA4 =Y/f(Yp) =V

(ı0)
(11)

Equation (ll) states that the velocity of money is equal to the ratio of real

income to the permanent income. This ratio is predictable and hence, V is stable,

The statements from Equation (l) through Equation (11) indicate that Keynesian

theory believes that supply of money affects the Y through interest rates and

invesİments, whereas, monİtarist theory claims that the supply of money alters the

Y directly. Of course, these conclusions are subject to change from short term to

long term and depend on whether the economy is below or the above the full

".ğıoy-"nt 
level of output. These details are already given above.

The monetarist belief that the supply of money alters the Y directly (through

change in aggregate demand) does noi necessar|ly mean that monetarists suggest

"*pui.ionuğ- 
oi tight monetary policies to change the level of y. Although

monetary poıi"y can affect real Y and employment in the short run, the time when

the monlt'ary policy will show its effect is so ambiguous and variable that such a

policy is difficult to conduct.

Therefore,monetaristssuggestamonetaryrulethatyieldsafixincreasein
the money supply over the time to match the average increase in real y, In other

words, ptli"y-ut".s should increase the money supply smoothly at a rate

consistent with the economy's long-run average growth rate (Roger, LeroY and

Miller, 1994, p.362).In es_e» analysis, such a monetary rule yields an increase

inADwhichisequaltoincreaseinAS.Hence,pricelevelremainsconstant.
k"yr"rian theory, io*"r"., does not credit this monetary rule, since it does not

grİ.un,". that shift i; AD will equal to that of AS. Because of instability of AD, it

iı,ay shift more or less than the A-s (Mc. Connel and Brue, 1996, p. 330),

The debate between Keynesian and monetarİsts İs not restrİcted bY onlY the

effectivenes* ot *on"tury policies. They debate also on the effectiveness of fiscal

policies. The details of this debate are given in Section [L2,
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II.2 THE EFFECTIVENESS OF FISCAL POLICIES
keynesian theory asserts that fiscal policy is more powerful than the

monetary Policy in stabilizing the economy. Government expenditures (G), transfer
payments (Tr) and taxes (T) have a multiplier effect on y through private
consumPtion. In order to depict the Keynesian theory, one can derive the muİtiplier
effect through income equation of a closed economy.

Y=C+I+G
C=ü,+ P(Y -rY+Tr)
I= Q -ılG)

(I2)
(ı3)
(|4)

where ü, and @ represent the constant terms of C and I, respectively. 9 , t and ı7
are marginal ProPensity to consume, marginal tax rate and the sensitivity of I to the
r, respectively.

Y =0(a+ PTr+Q-rp+G)

one can see from the Fquation (l7) that the increase in G will increase the yvia multiplier effect given in Equation'(16).

On the other hand, monetarists ıırgue that fiscal policies ııre weak and havecrowding-out effect on private investments. An expansionu.y fiscat policy, say anincrease in autonomous G, with given taxes, leads a budget deficit, which is in turn,leads government to borrow. This bonowing will increise the demand for money(demand for loans), drive up interest.ut", --d crowd out prlvate lnvestment whichotherwise would have been profitable. The solution orequation (l5) in terms of rcan display the increase in r through increase in G.

Equation (15) is the IS curve and Equation (l8) is another representation ofIS in terms of r. In IS-LM analysis, as tax revenues iıre given, if G increases, the ISshifts to the right and intersecti ı-v curve at a higher point. At this point, inflation

0-

(15)

(ı6)

(17)

(1 8)

1- p(l_t)

ğ=,
dG

__ü+FTr+O+Gl_-

n 0n
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will rise faster than the constant growth rate of money stock with the consequence

that the real money supply wilı fill, shifting the LM curve to left, Therefore in the

short run, the output migtıt ue higher, but, in the long run, will remain same. Given

a constant monetary stİnce, thelncrease in G is financed by borrowing from the

public. This will raise the supply of bonds, lower their price and raise the r in turn,

it. tigt.. r crowds out the private investment (Carlin and Soskice, 1990, pp, 88_

89).

Keynesiantheoryactuallydoesacceptthatsomeinvestmentmightbe
crowded out. This ,"guİir" effecİ of this smalİ amount of crowding out on.y dgl,
u" n"gıigiuıe, since tie effect of an expansionary fiscal policy on y is substantial,

Keynesiantheorymentions,however,aboutapossiblecrowding.ineffect.
Gorernment might run a budget deficit by either a reduction personal income tax

or an increase in G. In the firsı case, this massive tax cut will increase consumption

and hence induce investments. In the second case, increased G will stimulate AD

and hence stimulate more investment,

Whichonehasahighereffect,crowding-outorcrowding-in?Theanswerof
this question depends i^i"ııv on two factorsl The total amount of loanable funds

and the shapes of the demand for money curve and the investment demand curve,

If the amount of loanable funds is fixed, there will be a substantial crowding_out

effect. otherwise, "-*Jirg_ı" 
effect might dominate the crowding_out effect

(Slavin, 1996, pp. 274-2'16),

TheextremeKeynesiantheoryassumesthatthedemandformoneycurveis
relatively flat and tt"'inr"rt 

"nt 
demand curve is relatively steep, Financing the

government,s deficit will increase the demand for money, shifting the demand for

money curve to the ri;i;;;;;"y market. This shift to the right results in a very

modest increase in üe"interest rates and a very small decrease in the investments,

IncontrasttoKeynesiantheory,monetarists'viewisthatthedemandfor
money curve is ."ıutir-"-ıy .t"ep g9 d:.ili"Stment demand curve is relatively flat,

Financing tır" gor"-.Jnt,s jeficit will increase the demand for money, shifting

the demand ro. .onlv,.u*e to the right in money market. This shift to the right

brings about large inciease in the interest rates and large decline in the investments,

since an expansionary fiscal policy (deficit) causes a-reduction in investments and

since reduction in inr"rt-"nt. *iut"n ani canceı the stimulus of fiscal policy,

monetaristsregardfiscalpolicyasweakandineffective.InFriedman,sarticle
(lg62,p. l l4), tl,e ,İe* orİnefdciency of fisÖal poticy is clearly set forth:

The simple Keynesian analysis implicitly assumes that borrowing

the money d;-;;("re any effects on other spending. There are two

extreme "l..r.*t"n."s 
under which this can occuİ; First, suPPose qeoP|e

are utterly inai-irerent to whether they hold bonds or money, so that bonds

to get the $1Oö,;;;;; sold without having to offer a higher return to the

buyer than ,;;;;J- ;ere yielding beforJ...In Keynesian jargon, there is

a " liquidity 
""o; " 

p""pie buy tt,e*uonds with "idle money," If this is not

the çase, uno j'"_iy i,-"inno, üe indefinitely, then the.government can sell

the bonds 
""ıy 

-ü-lri"G 
a higher rate ofieturn on it. A higher rate will
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üen have to be paid also by other borrowers. This higher rate will in
general discourage private spending on the paıt of would -be barrowers.
Here comes the second exfreme circumstance under which the simple
Keynesian analysis will hold: If potential barrowers are so stubborn about
spending that no rise in interest rates however step will cut down their
expenditures, or, in keynesian jargon, if the marginal efficiency schedule of
investment is perfectly inelastic with respect to the interest rate...If neither
assumption holds, the rise in government expenditures will be offset by a
decline in private expenditures...

Tobin's article (1966, p.188), in contrast to Friedman, points out the
necessity of the injections by running the budget deficit as follows:

...Three facts stand out. First, the federal government has big
deficits when corporations run surpluses or small deficits and vice versa.
second, government surpluses and business deficits reach their peaks in
Periods of economic expansion, when industrial capacity is heavily utilized,
as in 1947-48, 1951-52, and 1956-57. Third the cbmbined deficit or
çorporate business 

_and federal government i§ greater now then the early
postwar years..._The federal government will not succeed in cutting iti
deficit by stepsthat depress the economy, perpetuate excess capacity, and
deter business firms from using outside fund-s. Raises taxes ano cutting
expenses seem like obvious ways to balance the budget. But because oi
their effects on private spending, lending, and borrowlng, they may have
exactly the contrary result. Likewise, lowering tui", and iaising
government expenditures may §o stimulate private business activity ani
private borrowing that the federal deficit is in ind actually reduced.

Apart from these theories, the dynamics of budget deficit might be much
more difficult to manage in practice. The effects of taxıuts anb increase in G are
subject to change. Either consumption stimulated by reduction in taxes or public
sPending could start the real recovery, but, in eitherİase, the public deficit would
worsen, There are two cases (or dangers) and a solutio, to uroid them. In the first
case, the stimulus is insufficient and the economy remains in recession with higherdeficits, In the second case, the stimulus starts a recovery and revives investment.
The ideal PolicY is to. start the recovery with tax 

"o,, 
unJ expenditure increases

and, as investment revives, to raise taxeİ or to cut expenditure to make room for it.The timing in this kind of system is not easy to get ri;ht (Allsopp, 1996, pp. 9-1O).
This debate on the 

9|fe9ts of fiscal policies will bring two extreme proposals.Themonetarists' proposal is that the govanment should nJt int"*"re the economyvia its expenditures or tax revenues, while the keynesian proposaı suggests anaçtive intervention. These. two extreme proposals, in turn, wlıiurıng the question ofwhether there is an optimal gore-."nt-spending amount or not. Goods andservices provided by the g_overnment might ue atcıy useful to the extent that theyare consumed by the public; however, the provision -uy be inefficiently high orlow.
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III.THEKEYNESIAN.MONETARISTDEBATEoNTHEGREAT
DEPREssIoN oF 1929

The purpose of this section is to examine the reasons of the Great Depression

in the p".rp""İir" of Keynesian and monetarists' approaches. Monetarists assert

that the deiression resulted from a contraction of the money supply. Keynesians

argue that ihe depression was caused by a fall in autonomous spending, particularly

inİestment and, within investment, housing, spurred a general collapse.

The sequential order ofrecession, trough, expansion and peak and degree of

these fluctuations are subject to change. According to business cycle, before the

recession, America experİenced ,o-Jboo-s (peaks) 
"lh_T 

bull market boom,

These booms were associated with such events as the california gold rush and

railroad construction, economy rose to a peak of war production, World War II,

Historically, the peak o. opp"İ turning points was often associated with a financial

panic, ,r"h u, thi panic of iqoz or niact Thursday october 24,,1929, Table 1, for

instance, illustrates the duration of recessions and expansions of US economy,

Table: Duration of Recessions and Expansions of US Economy

Recession
Duration of Recession
(months from peak to

Decline in Real GDP
(percent from peak to

Duration of Next
Expansion (months

Peak-

Jan l920-Jul l92l
May |923,hı| 1924

Oct l926-Nov l927

Aug l929-Mar 1933

May l937-Jun l938

Feb l945-0ct l945

Nov l948-0ct 1949

Jul l953-May l954
Aug l957-Apr l958

Apr l960-Feb 196l

Dec l969-Nov 1970

Nov l973-Mar l975

Jan l98O-Jul 1980

Jul l981-Nov 1982

Jul l990-Mar 1991

l8
|4
13

43
13

8

1t

l0
8

l0
ll
l6
6

l6
8

8.7

4.1

2.0

32.6

|8.2

l1.0
1.5

3.2

3.3

1.2

1.0

4.9

2.5

3.0

|.4

22

2,1

2|
50
80

37

45

39

24

l06
36

58

|2
92

43

Source:Taylor,John,B.,Economics,HoughtonMifflinCompany,Boston,|995,p.634.

As is seen from the Table, the most obvious severe depression was of course

the Great Depression. The depression began in 1929. First stock market crashed in

the fall. Stock prices, which had increased drastically in 1928 and |929, collapsed

suddenly in october, nıu"t rno*day, october 24, |ğ29,has become the symbol of

,t" o"pi"rrıon. The creat aepression ıeft on indelible impression on the American

mind. Betwe en 1929 and the depth of depression in 1933, real GNP declined by 30
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Vo and the unemployment rate shot up to almost 25Vo of the labor force. Many of
those thrown out of work could find no other job. More than two thousand banks
went bankrupt and industrial production index fell down from 188 to 100.

Government officials tried to prevent the Recession of 1929. The Hoover
administration announced that there was no emergency and moved to consult with
businessmen. In early l930, stock prices stopped declining, production appeared to
pick up slightly, and wage rate remained same. Despite all of these severe negative
developments of bankruptcies, deflationary forces, unemployment and decrease in
GNP, a recovery again appeared in early 193l (Temin, 1979, pp. |-2).The severe
extends of Great Depression are clear but the rei§ons for it are not clear. One
reason, often and correctly given, is the absence of expansionary macroeconomic
policy between 1929 and 1933. The monetary and fiscal policies that could have
been effective in moderating or eliminating the contraction were not used (Temin,
1979, p. 6).

Keynesians following The General Theory regard investment behavior as
contaİnİng a substantial autonomous component; İnvestment responds to the state
of business confidence incorporates the effect of episodes of speculation
overbuilding. The instability and unpredictability of fixed investment behavior, of
course, forms the basis of Keynesian support for an activist and interventionist role
for government fiscal policy. In contrast, monetaıists do not single out investment
for special attention. Changes in aggregate private spending, consumption and
investment alike are attributed to prior fluctuations in the supply of money.
Monetarists give a strong role for the money supply as a primary determinant of
investment behavior (Gordon, p. 268).

Keynesians assert that since desired investment and consumption fell,
depression occurred. This fall was caused by construction and stock market.
Construction, which was a substantial component of investment, fell because the
housing stock exceeded the demand of |925. And consumption fell drastically after
1929 because of the stock market crash. The fall in these components of
autonomous spending then produced a fall in real income and prices by the process
(Temin, 1979,p.9).

According to monetarists, first banking panic in late 1930 caused a
fundamental change in behavior that was encouraged by the panics of the following
years. The demand for deposits (bank liabilities) on the part of the public fell, and
the demand for excess reserves on the part of banks rose, as both individuals and
banks tried to protect themselves from bank failures and panics. This change in
behavior by both banks and individuals led to a decrease in the supply of money.
This decrease in the supply of money brought about downwara pİİssur" on ."İl
income and price (Temin, l979, p.1O).

Although these two approaches explain the depression with same
macroeconomic data, there are two differences between them. First, while
Keynesians assert that the banking panics are the result of the depression rather
than causes, monetarists argue that banking panics led to depression. And whereas
KeYnesians believe that the fall in investment and consumption are independent of
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deflationary events, monetarists say that the fall in investment and consumption are

the result of the depression, Secondly, Keynesians ıırgue that stock of moneY fell
because the demand for money fell. Monetarists say that the stock of moneY fell

because the supply of money fell.

According to Friedman and Schwartz (|963, p. 351), the bank failures had

two different aspects. First, they involved capital losses to both their owners and

their depositors, just as the failure of any other group of business enterprises

involved losses to their owners and creditors. secondly, given the policy followed

by the Reserve System, the failures were the mechanism through which a drastic

dlche was produced in the stock of money. For the United States second was

vastly more İmportant than the first.

The total stock of money fell by over one-third from |929 to 1933:'

commercial bank deposits fell by over 42 per cent. Therefore bank failures were

very important poirıt in the explanation of depression, because they were the

.""hunli. through which the dristic decline in the stock of money was produced,

and because of the stock of money plays an important role in economic

developments (Friedman and Schwaıtz, 1963, p,352),

As for the origins of the bank failures, Friedman and Schwartz (1963, p,

355) say that, the grJat surge in bank failures that characteize,d the first banking

crisis after october 1930 may possibly have resulted from poor loans and

investment realized in twenties. However, according to Friedman and Schwartz

(1963,p.358),themainresponsibleforthedepressionwasFederalReserve.
iederal'Reserve, first, couldnl understand the connection between bank failures,

contraction of deposits, and weakness of the bond markets. Second, Federal

Reserve officials had no feeling of responsibility for nonmember banks, Third, the

failures for that period *"r" 
"o]*"ntrated 

among smaller balks and, since the most

influential in the .y*r. were big city bankeis who deplored the existence of

smaller banks. Mainly, as a failureJince they couldn,t understand the connections,

they decreased the money supply,

Shortly,intermsofbusinesscycles,monetarybehaviorappearedacyclical
peak in ırgort 1929 to üe cyclical trguqtı in March 1933, the stock of money fell

|v or", u Ği.a. nuo .anug"."nt of Feieral Reserve _ beside the poor loans and^

investment_ caused the failures and bank failures led to depression because of

decreasing in money supply. Decreasing in money supply and high interest rates

caused that more than t;; t]housand banİs went bankrupt and lndustrial production

Index fell down from 188 to 100.

Temin(|glg,pp.169-170)rejectstheFriedmanandSchwartz,sargument.
He claims, first, if tliere had been deflationary monetary pressure, it would have

had to be visible in the financial markets, and, this pressure would have shown up

sharply in short_term interest rates. But at the time when the monetary pressure was

applied to the economy, a temporary nse in these interest rates should have been

visible. If the pressu* *u, too strong, the rise in interest rates should have been

dramatic clearly. But there was no rise in short_ term interest rates in 1929-1.931.,

i".onaıy, although the nominal stock of money fell in 1930 and 1931, prices fell as
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well. They fell so rapidly, in fact, that the stock of real balances did not fall; it was

higher in l93l thanin 1929 by a variety of measures. If the fall İn the nomİnal

stÖck of money was deflationary, prices were sufficiently flexible to absorb this

pressure. In thİ absence of other influences, nominal income should have fallen,

tut not real income. For these two reasons, then, proposition that monetary forces

caused the depression must be rejected.

According to Temin (1979), depression was the results of expenditures,
particularly consumption, than the result of autonomous bank failures. Fall in
income, the collapse of the stock market, and the poor harvestin |929, happened to

depress consumption in l93O.The large decline in consumption expenditures for
both durable and non durable goods in 1930 had profoundly depressing effect for
the economy.

Elmus Wicker (1980, pp. 573-574) tries to explain the depression with
another factor which monetarists and Keynesians left out. This factor is The
Caldwell and Company. Failure of Caldwell and company precipitated the crisis.
The firm controlled the largest chain of banks in the Sought with assets in excess of
$200 million and also the largest insurance group in the region with assets totaling
$230 million. Caldwell had a controlling interest in banks, insurance companies,
industrial enterprises, investment trusts, and newspapers where combined assets
equaled on-half billion dollars. The collapse of the company spread out all the
economy. Wicker (1980) indicates that although Caldwell and Company was not a
causality of depression, the failure in November of Caldwell affiliated banks can be
attributed to financial circumstances that predate the Great Depression. Wicker
(1980) rejects the Peter Temin's conjuncture that declining prices of lower-grade
corporate bonds and the agricultural situation played an important causal role.

David C. Wheelock (1989, pp. 453-454) argues that reaction function
estimates of open-market policy from 1924 to 1929 support the arguments of
Friedman-Schwartz that Federal Reserve responded to fluctuations in economic
activity and sought to limit stock market speculation. These estimates also
supported the Wickers' argument (1966) that Federal Reserve desired to assist
Great Britain's return to the gold standard.

According to Wheelock (l989), the inappropriate monetary policy followed
by Federal

Reserve accelerated the Great Depression. The main inappropriate policy
was the open-market operations in government securities to moderate economic
fluctuations, to limit stock market speculation, and to assist Great Britain to return
to gold standard. However, Wheelock's findings indicate that during the 192O's
open-market operations did not affect the volume of Federal Reserve credit
outstanding, and Federal Reserve continued this ineffective strategy during the
depression, which can account for the failure of the system to pursue a vigorous
counter cyclical policy in the depression. Therefore, Wheelock (1989, pp. 457-a65)
also rejects the Temin's (1979) argument that there was no rise in short-term
interest rates in l929-|93l. He argues that open market sales caused high interest
rates and that open market purchases eased credit conditions by reducing the need
of banks to borrow reserves.
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Gerald Epstein and Thomas Ferguson (1984) support Temin (1979) and
criticize the monetarists: Friedman-Schwartz (1963), Brunner and Meltzer (1968)
and Wicker (1965). Epstein and Ferguson (1984, p.972) highlight the discussion of
whether interest rates were high in depression in contrast of monetarists' argument
indicating that interest rates were low. Since earnings on the overall portfolios
reflect the interest rates on assets accumulated in previous months, curTent security
rates would have their major effects on portfolio earnings some months after they
were purchased. So, for instance, returns in December of 1932 would reflect the

interest rates on securities purchased in the summer of 1932. There were great

reductions in the net earnings facing banks in the Chicago district in the half-year
ending December 1932, reflecting the earlier decline in interest rates. This, hence,

supports the Temin's ıırgument (|979), which there was no in short term high
interest rates in l929-I93| and criticizes the monetarists' argument that interest
rates were high in the depression.

Epstein and Ferguson also reject the monetarİsts' argument that Federal

Reserve was mainly responsible for the depression. Epstein and Ferguson (1984,

pp. 960-96l) point out that yet, not only the Federal Reserve, but also vİrtually all
other central banks, failed to prevent the depression. How far can one press an

argument that a deceased Benjamin Strong (New York Federal Reserve Bank
Governor) was responsible for all of this? The claim of Brunner and Meltzer, and

wicker that the Federal Reserve did not understand the difference between real and

nominal rates relies on an implication that is difficult to believe: that bankers were

unable to see that real interest rates were high but that the İndustrİalists, who joined

them on the boards of the Federal Reserve banks, were. (That is why they did not

borrow, according to the argument). References to the real nominal distinction

among top bankers, economists, arıd leading members of the Federal Reserve

System wİre also far more common than the work of Brunner and Meltzer

SuggeStS.

overall, Robert J, Gordon (1986) tests the Keynesians and monetarists

argument and reaches the interesting results. He states that members of these

g-up, will be disappointed with his results. Gordon (1986, pp. 322-327), in his

J"onomet.i"al study, concludes that there are two basic impulses in the business

cycle, real and financial, with the negative innovations in real investment PlaYing a

dominant role in |g2g-30, and with the nature of the negative financial innovations

shifting from a contribution of the monetary base in 1929-30 to one by the money

multiplier.

Gordon's findings (1986, p. 324) support the view that autonomous

innovations in structures investment uıre an important driving force in the business

cycle. This supports the Keynesian argument that there is a large role for "own

innovations" in the empirical explanation of investment spending, However at the

same time Keynesian would expect a relatively small role for feedback from

monetary variables (Gordon, 1986, p. 269). This expectation of Keynesians is not

supported by Gordon's findings because Gordon (1986, p.321l) finds that there are

suLstantial negative innovations of -20.5 7o in the real monetary base beginning as
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early as 1929. Second the largest cumulative negative residuals in the period 1931 -
1932 are contributed by the money multiplier, supporting a role for bank failures
and the credit contraction. This obviously supports the monetarists' claim which
monetary variables played the very important role in the depression. However,
monetarists would expect, at the same time, to find that the money supply causality
is prior to fixed investment. Gordon's findings say that there was a large negative
innovation in IGD, investment in durable, and ISTR, investment in structures.
These values were -2 5.27o and -I7 ,27o respectively in 1929.

Gordon's findings don't support the Temin's argument that non-durable
consumPtion played a key role in the initial stages of the Great contraction. Gordon
(l986, P, 32l) finds no evidence that negative residual for non-residuals
consumption played a key role in the initial stages of the Great Contraction. And,
because Gordon (1986, p. 32Q treats major swings in structures in investment as
autonomous, monetarists also were disappointed. Shortly, Gordon's findings
suPPort not only one approach but also two of them. Beside this, Gordon's findinğs
make not only Keynesians disappoint but also monetarists because of explanations
indicated above.

In addition to the general approaches to macroeconomic analysis advocated
bY KeYnesian and monetarists, two additional groups of economist have made a
special effort to understand investment behavior. The "Neoclassical school
"emPhasizes the changes in relative price or "user cost" of capital as a dominant
influence, together with chahges in output, on fluctuations in fixİd investment. The
user cost of capital is the primary channel by which both monetary policy (working
through interest rates) and fiscal policy (working through investment tııx
incentives) influence the flow of investment spending.

The final group consists of advocates of Tobin's ..Q'' approach, in which the
influence on investment of forward-looking expectations regarding output and
caPital costs is captured by a single variable, Q, which is the-ratio of the market
value of caPital to its reproduction cost. Since the dominant portion of fluctuations
in Q is accounted for by changes in stock market prices, stock market is an
important factor as explaining investment behavior (Goidon, 1986, p. 268).

Gordon's findings (1986, p. 324) from his study of investment behavior
Provides more Support for the general views of the Keynesians and monetarists
than it does for the views of specialists in the investmenİ process, the neo-classics
and Q advocates. Gordon finds that the user cost of capitİl for businesses and the
real interest rate for households are insignificant or have the wrong signs in every
equation for interwar years.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
One can conclude that there were two rnain sources of depression; real and

monetarY variables. Keynesians explain the depression with rÖal variables and
monetarists exPlain the depression with monetary variables. The conflict between
the KeYnesian and monetarist approaches can be related to the distinction in
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business cycle analysis between "impulses" and "propagation mechanism."
Keynesians argue for activist monetary and fiscal policy responses to counter
serially correlated investment impulses, while monetarists view investment as part

of the propagation mechanism that carries the influence of autonomous money
supply impulses from their origin in the government sector to theİr effect on private

sector spending.

In this study, several empirical and theoretical evidences have been

examined. Wicker (1966, 1980), Friedman and Schwartz (|963) and Wheelock
(1989) find that the financial and monetary variables played the most important

role in depression. On the other hand, Temin (L979) and Ferguson (1984) find that

the real variables - consumption and investment- played the most important role in

depression. Finally, Gordon, in his study (1986), both supports and criticizes these

approaches.

From the view of World War tr and the following decades, Keynesians seem

to have more appropriate tools in the explanation of Great Depression. During this

period, economies experienced their highest peak (big increases in income and

İmployment levels and great increases in nations' wealth) due to KeYnesians

polİcies. But at the end of 196O's, Keynesian policies collapsed, Monetarists

offered their proposals to rein in the recession of 1970's. And after 1980, Reagan's

administration applied the monetarists' proposals together wİth Laffer's Policies
known as supply Jide or Reaganomics. But as a conclusİon, theY could not succeed

in solutions bİ the some macro economic problems either. Indeed, the supply side

proposals succeeded to decrease the inflation at the expense of increasing money

İuppıy and increase the productivity by decreasing the share of government Sector.

They 
-could 

not cope, however, with the unemployment and budget and foreign

trade deficits.

Today, some studies still stress demand-oriented Keynesian analysis; others

follow the monetary rule; and some others view the rnix of monetary and fiscal

aspects together in analyzing the business cycles. Some oj the most recent studies

regard unanticipated fluctuations as the main source of the cycles, whereas some

otters regard both anticipated and unanticipated fluctuations as imPulses of the

cycles. ln ttıls respect, new classical theory and the new Keynesian theory mainly

focus on anticipaİions in business cycle studies. As for the real business cYcle

theory, they regard random fluctuations in productivity as the main source of

business cycles. There are some other studies, just named in the introduction

section, also. ofcourse each one is required a detailed research to be able to figure

out their successes of explanation the cycles.
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